
How to make the 
most of your 
next retail audit

A CPG intelligence report  
made especially for small brands

Track your retail strategy 
ROI down to the dollar with  

+ 



It’s tempting to go with your gut. 

You trusted your gut to give you a great product idea - and it delivered. 
When you made the leap into the world of CPG entrepreneurship, your gut 
told you to just do it - fears of failure aside. Your gut has served you well! So 
why turn away now? 

The further you progress into CPG manufacturing, the more important it 
becomes to integrate data and evidence into your retail strategy. The higher 
the stakes become, the more crucial it is to support those stakes with cold, 
hard facts.  

Thank your gut for getting you this far. But now take the next leap - into data-
driven evidence to make sure you continue on your road to retail success.

In this report you will learn… 

• The data tools CPG manufacturers can use to mitigate risk in their retail 
investment 

• The auditing services manufacturers need to ensure their retail investment 
is being carried out according to plan 

• How to maximize ROI on every business decision you make by using real-
world evidence

+

Overview



Build a bulletproof retail investment

25%

37%

+

Why use retail data & analytics?

Why audit?

Retail strategy is an investment. CPG entrepreneurs don’t wake up one day, decide to start a 
brand, raise some rounds of funding, and then convince their favorite big box retailer to put them 
on the shelf. Even if you can nail the category review and earn a spot on the shelf, that’s only a 
small percentage of the battle ahead. To invite “test and try” from curious consumers, compete 
with your category competitors, and capture more market share, you’ll embark on a long road of 
constant optimization of your retail strategy. And to figure out what works (and critically, what 
doesn’t), you’ll need to invest in audits and data.

Retail data tells you whether you’re getting hotter or colder. It tells you what subcategories and 
attributes are growing or declining. It tells you where those particular kinds of products are selling 
best, and among what consumers. With even just a few data points, you can avoid loss by making 
a more educated decision. Mitigate the risk inherent to competing in the CPG space so your brand 
or product is set up to sell successfully. 

Retail strategy requires a lot of planning. (They don’t call it a planogram for nothing!) CPG 
manufacturers have to accommodate their retail strategy to the retail partners they work with, and 
rely on the smooth operations of that partnership to support major investments like new market 
entry and promotions. With so much at stake - and with the tendency of even the best laid plans to 
go awry - audits are crucial to make sure that your retail investment is performing up to par.

https://byzzer.com/reports/deep-dive-the-reports-you-need-for-your-next-category-review/


Ensure your retail investment is working with an on-shelf availability audit and 
measure effectiveness of your retail partnership with the Distribution Landscape 
Report.

Ensure your distribution

25%

37%
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This report includes an Item Ranking to provide a view over time of sales, volume & distribution.

Monitor your 
performance by 

market to see 
which retailers 

may be 
underperforming.

Snack Paradise just added your product to more stores! So why are you seeing 
a decrease in distribution? Time to investigate further with an audit.



So your retail relationship isn’t yielding the results you expected. What are the next 
steps to identify the problem?

Ensure your distribution, continued

25%

37%
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Anything can go wrong in the world of retail - displays that don’t meet merchandising specs, 
unexpected out-of-stocks, surprise global pandemics…you never know what could disrupt your 
(expensive) plans. Good thing you can safeguard against avoidable mistakes with an “OSA” audit.

Field Agent uses real shoppers to peruse stores 
across different regions and markets to see 

that your retail strategy is being carried out the 
way that it was intended to be.

https://www.fieldagent.net/on-shelf-availability


Name the right price

How do CPG manufacturers know what price to set? How do they know how to adjust for each 
season of the shopping year? And how do they know what kind of price reduction could produce lift 
in a promotion? It’s not a crystal ball. It’s the Price Smart Action Report from Byzzer. 

+

What’s the mysterious secret to naming the price that will attract the maximum 
amount of shoppers? Luckily, it’s no mystery with data.

Get a complete view of pricing strategy across the category. Compare your total average and 
promoted price with category competitors (or filter to only compare yourself to, for example, other 
gluten-free options), as well as the category average for a given period. If you’re entering a new 
market, filter the report by a specific region or type of retailer to make the most educated decision 
possible on what price to set.  



Name the right price, continued

We’ve seen it too many times: in-store products marked with the wrong price. You spend all that 
time sorting the data, studying the numbers, and deliberating the right price for a specific market 
and or retailer - and then a simple accident throws off all your sales numbers. 

Thankfully, Price Checks by Field Agent offer a direct line-of-sight into retail locations everywhere to 
report actual prices store by store, shelf by shelf, so you can make sure the price is always right.

+

The numbers don’t lie. Luckily, neither do real-life, in-store price check photos.

It’s as simple as 
seeing with your 
own two eyes - 
except it’s many 
pairs of eyes, 
across as many 
markets as you 
need to test. Get 
the most up-to-
date photos of 
your prices “in 
the wild” to 
ensure 
shoppers are 
seeing what 
they should be. 

https://www.fieldagent.net/price-check


Understand what shoppers want

This is exactly what the Shopper Demo by Market Report from Byzzer was designed to tell CPG 
manufacturers. In your own product development phase, you may already have an idea of who 
your ideal target shopper is. See exactly how well individual retailers map to your target 
demographic so you can focus your efforts on winning distribution at the retailer that offers the 
best match with your product. 

+

All markets are not made equal. Understand the difference between the kind of 
shoppers that frequent one retailer over another - and target your retail strategy 
accordingly.

*Pro-tip: You can also use this report to understand your 
competitor’s products and demographic by retailer! 

The colors indicate index to category - a score of 100 indicates a perfect match.

https://byzzer.com/reports/deep-dive-the-reports-you-need-for-your-next-category-review/


Drive trial of your products

Brands have traditionally relied on product demos to drive trial and sales of products, but in the 
omnichannel age, a new approach is needed, especially for products that aren't a fit for in-store 
demos. Field Agent's Buy & Try solution drives product trials at specific stores, gathers insights, and 
reengages shoppers to turn a single sale into a loyal customer. 

For products that need a bit of a boost for their online presence take advantage of Field 
Agent's Ratings & Reviews product. Shoppers purchase your products from the stores or website of 
your choosing, try them at home, and leave an honest rating & review on product pages. 

+

Now that you've identified your key retailers and markets, leverage Field Agent's crowd 
of real shoppers to get your products into the right consumers hands.

https://www.fieldagent.net/buy-and-try
https://www.fieldagent.net/-ratings-and-reviews


Takeaways for small CPG businesses

Getting on the shelf is only step one.

Reward yourself! Take a moment to celebrate when you’ve won over a new 
retailer. Then get to work - fast. Smaller CPG manufacturers especially run 
the risk of “spending themselves off the shelf” - don’t let that happen to you. 
Make sure you’re pursuing the right retail strategy with data that supports 
every business decision. 

Every retailer is not the right fit for you. 

Let the giant CPG brands of the world fight for a spot on every single shelf 
across the country. While you’re still on the smaller side, keep your retail 
strategy laser-focused. (Your investors will thank you.) Use retail data to 
make sure you’re pursuing distribution with the retailers that make the most 
sense for your brand. 

The best laid plans don’t always pan out. 

Maybe you’ve invested in a display that looks great in the merchandising 
mockups. Maybe you’ve stocked with a new retailer - just in time for a 
pandemic that sends shocks through your supply chain. Like your teachers 
taught you - always check your work. Make sure the strategies you’ve set 
have successfully been followed through with an audit and retrospective 
data to make sure you’ve received your money’s worth. 

+



Take your store audit to the next level with 
Byzzer, a retail analytics platform powered 
by NielsenIQ, to help you pinpoint exactly 

what to do to sell more products - without 
an army of analysts or huge budgets.

See a demoTry it today

Protect your retail investment and strategy 
at the store level. Take advantage of Field 
Agent's suite of on-demand products to 

measure your execution, connect with your 
shoppers, and drive trial of your products.

https://byzzer.com/
https://byzzer.com/
https://byzzer.com/fieldagent/
https://www.fieldagent.net/byzzer-retail-audits

